Participate in Research.
Be an agent of change.
Participating in clinical trials in one of the most important
ways patients and their loved ones can get involved in
speeding a cure for Parkinson’s disease.
Clinical trials are a final and crucial step on the path to developing new treatments for Parkinson’s patients today.
Eighty-five percent of trials face delays and 30% never even get off the ground because of a lack of volunteers.
This low enrollment slows the drug development process, and new treatments take longer to get to pharmacy
shelves. No amount of funding or other resources can make up for a lack of clinical trial volunteers.
Fox Trial Finder is an online tool that helps patients, as well as people who do not have PD, get involved in research
by matching volunteers to the trials that need them. By matching participants to trials, Fox Trial Finder speeds
therapeutic breakthroughs, bringing better treatments to patients faster.

How it works
Find the Trials that Need You
Complete your profile with basic information, such as location

Connect with Trials that Haven’t Even
Begun Yet

and medical history. You’ll receive a list of trial matches in your

No matches? Sometimes that happens. Once you’ve completed

area that need someone like you. You’ll be notified whenever a

your anonymous profile, save it and let us do the work. Fox Trial

new trial begins that could be a good match.

Finder will email you whenever a new trial begins that could be

Connect Anonymously with TrialTeams
Every trial includes contact information for the study coordinator
so that you can reach out directly. A built-in secure messaging
system lets you connect anonymously with trial teams to explore
opportunities to participate.

Your Privacy is Always Assured
With state-of-the-art security protocols, you identity remains
confidential. Your name, phone number and e-mail address will
never be revealed unless you share this information with a trial
team member.

a good match for you. New trials start recruiting every month.
Remember to updated your profile at least once a year, or
whenever you participate in a new trial or change your location or
medical regimen.

All clinical trials need participants.
Fox Trial Finder knows which
trials need you.
Complete your profile today at
www.foxtrialfinder.org.

